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PREFACE
I had come to New York as a student, like it was my teacher. And hadn’t I always
gone into the world making everyone and everything a lesson in how I should be?
-Shelia Heti, How Should a Person Be?
The Christmas before I turned eight, my grandpa gave me the children’s book
Emily, illustrated in oil paintings. We read it repeatedly, and I wondered about her
seclusion right away. I almost always played alone as a child. In Emily’s pages I saw how
writing could be the antidote to my solitude. Twenty years later, I understand that many
writers grapple with this seclusion and isolation to some degree. In some ways, loneliness
draws writers together. I remember getting Dickinson’s story of seclusion confused with
Eleanor Rigby waiting at the window with her face in a jar. Similarly, I conflate the
assassinations of John F. Kennedy and Abraham Lincoln in “At the Henry Ford Museum
II.” So much of the historical information and pop culture references that filter through
my work (and my head) reflect how I value people and places. The Christmas after I
received Emily, my mother’s friend, a calligrapher, hand copied some of Dickinson’s
poems into a journal for me. She told me to fill the blank pages with poems. This book is for
Jess and I do hope it helps you develop a lifelong love for Emily. Yours in the wonder of words and books,
Colleen, the inscription reads. After the gift I would waltz around the house writing about
birds on swings and books in stacks. One piece in my gift book made its way into
“Anger,” a meta-poem in this manuscript. The gift sparked some of my best juvenilia,
and whether I had written much before then, it permanently tethered me to poets and
poetry.
Years later, in 2003, a green teen in suburbia, I took the first step to connect with
another living poet. I wrote my only piece of fan-mail to Amber Tamblyn. “Let’s begin
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our own Letters to a Young Poet scenario.” I first discovered Tamblyn on the tv show Joan of
Arcadia. She showcased her sharp and sarcastic side for the role, but her underlying
vulnerability was always present. I identified with her. I loved people but had social
anxiety; I tried to be gentle and understanding but was often bested by my temper. I
didn’t feel like I fit anywhere. Ultimately, writing relieved the loneliness brought on by
solitude. I was always a serious student. I remember admiring how my mother, who
taught English at my high school, would walk down the halls waving at everyone. She
looked like she was a part of something. I found my own sense of belonging in books,
films, and television shows. Looking back, I think my letter to Tamblyn represented my
first attempt to create a poetic community.
I have continued to yearn for community. In my mind a strong community
creates space for each member to find herself while she is tied to like-minded others.
Thus, in this manuscript I tie myself to other artists in order to better know them, so I
may know myself as a person and as a poet. I name certain people and places on paper,
attempting to define a community that is actually quite nebulous in real life. I aim to
claim a movement within my own space, within my own city, New Orleans. Each poem
included in this thesis asks, “What if this world was my community?”
Not only do I commune with living colleagues, but with those from the past as
well. I use epistolary poems to talk to artists who are gone or those I’ll never meet. These
poems present imagined addresses to literary and pop culture figures, such as William
Carlos Williams, Kurt Cobain, Joni Mitchell, and Louie CK. The imagined recipients
aren’t always idols: my high school theater teacher, Mr. Bogart, for example. I expected
him to act as a generous role model and cultivator of creativity, but ultimately, he failed
to notice certain students. I often engage with public figures, idols some of them, who
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later disappoint me. Now, instead of wanting a real response, as I did with Tamblyn, I am
using the epistle to engage with each figure at what I envision to be the core of their
complexity. In the epistles I put pressure on complexities: a chauvinist poet, a fragile rock
musician, a harsh folk singer, a sexually inappropriate comedian, a narcissistic teacher.
The epistolary poems range from inquisitive to playful, often making heavy use of each
individual’s body of work. These imagined addresses and numerous references allow me
to insert myself into tradition, making a space for myself in both a contemporary and
historical community.
In other poems, I observe figures at a distance rather than engaging with them in
the second person, as I do in the epistles, because these figures are more fixed in my
mind. Fixed figures mark a clear place and time against which I measure my own place
and time. For example, twenty-four artworks by Van Gogh appear alphabetically in the
body of “Tiny Man Paints.” One subject from Gustav Klimt’s painting The Three Ages of
Women actually speaks one of the poems in the manuscript. In “Anne Bradstreet,” I
explore the character and works of the early American poet. I’ve continued to establish
myself by engaging in conversation with other artists and their work.
In college I further investigated my own sense of identity through the study of
other cultures. If I felt so outside of my American experience, perhaps I would feel more
rooted in the cultural practices elsewhere. I pursued a B.A. in Anthropology. I became
familiar with traditions outside of my own cultural experience. While the poems in this
manuscript are unflinchingly American, because of my background I am sometimes able
to imagine the lives of artistic or political figures outside of my experience. For my
psychosocial consideration of Prince Randian who lived in the early part of the 20th
century and worked in the circus, I studied Todd Browning’s Freaks, a cult horror film from
3

1932. In it Prince Randian plays himself: a man with no arms or legs who took part in
sideshows. Watching the film as preparation allowed me to focus on image, texture, and
physicality in the poem. Because I had a moving, breathing reference on screen, I didn’t
shy away from the most sensual elements of the voice I took on in “Prince Randian
Wooing His Wife.” Using persona, I tried to physically inhabit my speaker’s body.
Patricia Smith’s book Blood Dazzler also influenced my approach to persona
writing. In Smith’s collection she takes on the voices of both people and animals who
struggled through Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. In many ways the persona poem
seems like the ultimate act of empathy. In Smith’s case, though she hadn’t lived through
the hurricane, she was able to capture the central pain and anger associated with the
experience through both her research and her ability to inhabit the emotional experience
of others. In “Todd Browning’s Joseph-Josephine: 1932,” I imagine the power of
embodying two genders at once despite being surrounded by strong gender binaries.
Throughout the manuscript I linger on the way two different, seemingly opposite
identities come together within one person.
As I’ve grown up I’ve become much more aware of the impact I can and
inevitably will have on the world around me, but I’m often still investigating other
individuals and communities. “A Fair Review” acutely addresses my tendency to project
my own identity onto other people or places. As I watched Melancholy Play by Sarah Ruhl,
I couldn’t help but puzzle out which character was more like me. In theater, one can
experiment with identity, wear different masks. Playwriting asks for constant
consciousness of roles and awareness of how certain messages will be received coming
through certain characters. In addition, a play isn’t complete until it gets realized. The
writer must be able to envision how it looks from the outside. As the theatrical form begs
4

these questions of identity, I begin my poem with an inquiry, “Am I more Melancholy
Girl or Hairdresser?” These days I more readily accept identity as a role to be enacted.
For my examination of the roles people play, this manuscript at once resides in the world
of prose and poems and plays.
The prose poems “On Having Nice Things,” “Valentines Day ’13: Not Sexy,”
and “Fair Grounds Race Course and Slots: Thanksgiving” use a form that exists between
two things. Is the prose poem a poem? Is it poetic flash fiction? It depends on who’s
reading. Likewise, I once held Mitchell up as an ethereal ideal of femininity. Later, as I
learned more about her, I began to see her complexities. In “Dear Joni: I’m Attached to
an Earlier Version,” I highlight her smoking, the psychological duress she’s under, her
confidence. I am not judging this new, more complex version of Joni Mitchell. I’m
holding the changes I perceive up to the light to understand identity in general and myself
specifically. Prose poems exist in more than one form at a time. In my exploration of the
façade of poetry through prose poetry, I can externalize the idea that people occupy more
than one form—one identity—at a time.
There was no greater performer in my mind than poet Anne Sexton. Though
Sexton was a confessional poet, her “self” became a performance to be enacted during
her readings. She’d draw notable crowds to her readings. She’d sweep in, step on stage,
light a cigarette, and open reciting “Her Kind.” Diane Wood Middlebrook described
these famed readings in delightful detail in Anne Sexton: a Biography. Investigating Sexton
yielded a sketchy map that helped me understand how to externalize my own poethood.
For so many years I had used writing to fill the gap of isolation that existed in my mind. I
was a poet in my private world, but had no language to externalize that. Anne Sexton
publically enacted her wildness in a way I admire. Even when I wasn’t looking to emulate
5

her style, I was studying how to frame my poethood for the outside world—how to
externalize my work. Last year, I wrote a stage play adaptation of one of the poems in
Sexton’s collection All My Pretty Ones, published in 1962. Though she was a public figure
that I revere, I didn’t feel pulled to address Sexton personally in this manuscript. I’m not
unnerved by Sexton’s complex humanity, nor was I disillusioned by who I thought she
was, like so many of the others I grapple with in the epistles. Liking because I learned of
and about Sexton all at once, never having time to form assumptions about her. With
Sexton I am most curious about what makes her magic. I believed the best way to
investigate her magic was to expand her work enough that I could examine it up close, in
the form of a theatrical project.
I wrote the adaptation of “Letter Written On A Ferry While Crossing Long Island
Sound” to blow up Sexton’s poem and climb into her creative process. I wanted to
vicariously experiment with her wild language and figuration. In Sexton’s “Two Hands,”
published in the Paris Review, No. 60, in the winter of 1974, she makes a signature move.
“From the sea came a hand, / ignorant as a penny.” Sexton begins with this mystifying
and awesome simile. Line 1 offers the reader a strange and magical image: a disembodied
hand rising from the sea. Line 2 identifies the hand, unexpectedly, as “ignorant.” What
makes a penny ignorant? Is the penny ignorant here because it is the American currency
with least value? Is it ignorant because of its actual size, or because of its shape? After
uncovering her intricate webs of meaning I strived to write similes wherein comparison
serves more than the look of an object or scene, but instead illuminates underlying mood
or theme in a poem. However, the bulk of this manuscript was produced during a time
when I was focused on other influences.
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In 2014 when I read the lifework of Ted Berrigan, a second-generation poet of the
New York School, as part of a mentor-poet project assigned at UNO, I was taken by his
view of New York in the 1960s, 70s, and early 80s. I read beyond his poems, looking into
his biography. His reverence for everyday life delivered in irreverent packages and his
casual language delighted me. My attempts to mimic both Berrigan’s writing practices
and his tried forms, sparked my continued use of the epistle. However, Berrigan wrote
more than epistles. He revolutionized the sonnet for contemporary poets. He wrote
occasional poems to mark friend’s birthdays or death dates or holidays. I emulated his
occasional poem when I wrote “On My 29th Birthday.” He wrote list poems, cataloguing
a walk though the city or the people he saw. Clearly moved by the buildings and the
people around him, completely immersed in his particular community, Ted Berrigan’s
work is inextricable from New York City.
An homage to Ted Berrigan, my poems often reference friends, family, and
significant figures in my life. Not only am I emulating Berrigan but I am also hoping to
cultivate the same sense of kinship that he had with New York with New Orleans. Some
common references I make are Eliza my sister, Leah my childhood friend who acts and
writes in LA, Amel who’s getting her PhD in Ann Arbor, and Jade a fellow MFA
candidate at UNO, among others. I want the people of New Orleans to read these poems
and recognize themselves and their community members. I want my readers to recognize
New Orleans the way Berrigan readers recognize New York. “Children’s Theater at the
Old Marquer,” “May in the Gallery,” and “On St. Peter Street” are all grounded in the
setting of New Orleans and make reference to specific restaurants, theaters, and streets.
Writing poems about my town and cataloguing my everyday experiences has made me
begin to feel at home in my poems.
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In writing a preface on the poetics of this manuscript, a kind of origin story is
bound to emerge. I began as a young person feeling like I didn’t fit into any one identity:
Writing provided a space where I fit in; my “self” came through the page. As an adult I
have become more comfortable with my own complexities, though I am still curious
about myself as I believe knowing oneself is a lifelong endeavor. Though I feel less
isolated than I did as a child, I still long for community, even a community that emerges
from the page. Thus, I am writing a community to life and putting my “self” into it.
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I.
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Anger
I’ve been writing this poem
since I was eight years old.
Colleen the calligrapher gave me a little journal
and filled it with Emily Dickinson’s words
and encouraged me to dress the empty pages
with my own poems or sketches.
The first I inked in brown that afternoon
after shouting at my mother.
I called it Anger. The last line
my first attempt at figuration:
Anger is a monster of feeling.
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Dear Mr. Bogart (King of the Suburbs)
You gave me such stupid roles:
receptionist, nurse, student #2, ensemble member.
Like I was bland and vacant. Like I didn’t listen
to the right music or take art seriously.
Which, I did, really.
So I went mute.
While your disciples
were drinking, taking speed, and frittering.
Those amateurs wore black scarves in summer,
coolly winked and stared across the quad,
delivered their lines, flawless whispers of agony.
If you’d pressed, an artful Howl would have emerged
from my opaque face,
like Julie and the wolves, see?
In the woods I took prisoners in the soles
of my feet. King of Splinters, I reigned shirtless
and powerful, my belly boasting sweet
sandwich spreads, my body boasting sweet
bones. Wielding an indestructible dandelion,
I had the sky’s attention, ushered in the bees,
cued the cicadas, the silent wood would roar, if requested.
In the city I lived among white porches and wind chimes.
The makers walked in and out of the kitchen
carefully tracking in bits of earth.
The calligrapher painted ribbons
round Fame is a bee
gave me a knowing look.
The potter tied my shoes with hands so accustomed
to the curved surface. Mother squinted
and held her thumb to the flowers,
a painter must know how to measure.
A receptionist receives,
an ensemble member shares her voice,
while mine, mine stirs trees.
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My Mother’s Affair
I come from a most ancient and public fiction.
Mary’s eyes won’t meet Joseph’s while the treasures
of shepherds come from all directions,
while the Magi swarm with Persian silks and judgment.
Frenetic Mary prepares to play married.
Rachel doesn’t want to wait seven years for Jacob’s labors.
Sarah’s room feels empty even with Abraham in it.
Elizabeth carts Zechariah to parties to grant blessings
over punch and pretzels despite his arthritic hip and nihilism.
Still. Girl under crèche is calm, sleeping,
while angels—birds with broken necks? Encircle her.
No, they are real angels, divine heralds,
as they give figure to paradox
at the moment my mother needs it most.
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A Fair Review
I would like to die and be reborn as a mushroom.
I would like to stay warm and slightly damp.
I will release spores now and again when it suits my mood.
-From Melancholy Play by Sarah Ruhl

I certainly saunter towards windows look out them and sigh. Am I more Melancholy Girl
or Hairdresser? Both dreamers have dimples. One the sad sort in sweaters who bobs,
slides, the corners of her smile lifted by strings. Sequestered on a pedestal of doughy silky
glassy weepy. Perhaps this is her stage painted with the purples and blues of seashells. But
am I slouchy enough? Sexy sad? Does anyone dream of turning into an almond just to be
licked by me? Hairdresser, too, is blue. Looks out. But you won’t find her crying. Deals in
up-dos not tulips. Carries scissors out the window towards a faraway boat that will float
her to. Hope or a looming specter. The sort that haunts a Victorian heroine. Can be
staved off with sheers. She’s sharper, shorter, slightly stouter. One woman whispers her
wishes, the other brings weapons.
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On Having Nice Things
I fucked-up the love succulent from Olivia & Chad. Everyone got one but the leaves on
mine made a perfect pinwheel. I bragged. When a friend gives me a present I like to dirty
it up faster than the slick shit I get myself. Fresh dress: cut tag quickly, spill something
down. Cram planner with dates of bills past due. Basil seeds won’t sprout, ace slips out of
a full deck, book spines, basic recipes, knit socks, novelty tees, art print, bike bell and
basket. Receive a sweet card & cry chuck it tack it to the wall. I use stuff up before it
molds like leather shoes in my humid house. Mother told me “go to a cobbler.” I mostly
scrounge for quarters on laundry day. I mostly consider my money problems a result of
bad government, but maybe that’s entitled. In Wharton’s Summer, Charity lives just down
the lane from the richest chick. Back then everyone had a cobbler and not even Charity’s
neighbor had a computer in her pocket.
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Our Teacher Brought in His Old Book
I touched a pocket poet version of Howl signed by Allen
Ginsberg (really!)— was elated, crane-lifted
out of my dreary self
brick-and-windowless with no roof.
It carried me above everything,
that book, the Charlie’s elevator of cranes.
And even though the sky
was overcast I didn’t mind
because I felt lighter
than I had in weeks
and it lifted me and I left
my house empty,
empty house.
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Meditations on a Manor
If this poem lived in a foreclosed building rife with squatters
busy or oblivious, I would pound the locked doors
and peer through the slivers of boarded windows.
-Jessie Strauss

If there’s a bump on the back of my neck
it must be my parasitic twin, her nipple misplaced.
Three hours washing in the bath,
I’m a currant tossed in the river.
The claw-foot asks only that I show up
with lipstick on, perhaps. I soak and
cigars call out from the desk drawer next door.
Cobwebs call from the balcony on the top floor.
Carafe calls from the drawing room,
calendar from the kitchen.
Spent two hours inspecting a man’s jowl
checking for the pocket where dip fits.
Fanatical over my father’s earwax,
I used to sift through q-tips.
One hour a day imagining
the poetry of an excavated cave.
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Dear William Carlos Williams
I have a friend named Peter.
He has a garden grown from seedlings,
tomatoes and beet stems shoot-up
in rows, while Portia throws wild buds
from her porch like rice at a wedding.
Patience lives alone in the open,
what a warm mama. Mama
has a postage stamp
apartment and braves crowds daily.
Most of my pals are thrifty but
some are flush.
It looks good on them,
it looks good
on them. It looks
good on them.
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Anne Bradstreet
dressed in one-toned pinafores.
Greetings and partings between
neighbors had no flourish.
Puritans saved aestheticism
for the dead in every New England cemetery.
On every headstone I saw
skulls with wings jutting out of them.
Only angels earned ornament.
Even John Freake
died when The Freake Family’s portraits were finished.
I saw them in Worcester’s permanent collection.
Elizabeth Clarke Freake (1642-1713)
with Baby Mary Freake on her lap
and John (1631-1674) alone.
I envision a portrait
hung on one wall
of her face or her Loving Husband’s.
A painting she could see from her bed
at night as she lay awake.
After all, even though it barely showed,
I know the way a poet labors.
Only a hint of adornment
on the corner of her house.
The way the roof was made:
such deliberation over a single angle.
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At the Henry Ford Museum
I
This small car is political.
What Chrysler isn’t?
I fought a man over the burgundy Town & Country.
He would not come find me in the rain, soaking
next to that burgundy lemon. He was glued to his drum kit
in a practice room somewhere.
So I love to travel on my own.
So I love who I am in the Omni.
I revel in sun sheen of the Omni on a wild road.
The Omni and I almost fly by a Swift on the horizon.
I pull the scene together singing Cat Stevens
while I wave a tambourine.
Are you getting the Omni is not a champagne car?
As in: it doesn’t cater to back seat drinks with friends?
But then, it has that champagne-tan shine.
It bumps and squeals as speed picks up.
The life that matches the Omni has crunch,
and a tune runs continuous on the radio.
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II
I go to the chair to see what she saw. What my mother thought she saw as a little girl. A
chair stained with Lincoln’s blood. Now she says it’s clearly hair oil. How small the chair
is. I always thought Lincoln had stature. I thought operas had benches, or gilded seats
fused to the floor. This small squeaking red chair in a crowded theater. The Kennedy car
is here too but it’s reupholstered. When Kennedy was born Lincoln was already dead half
a century. I had a teacher who told me Kennedy’s brains came out the back of his head
and Jackie put her hands up to catch them before they smattered everywhere. Who
would tell that to a child.
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II

21

May in the Gallery
On my way to the gallery I watched a roller skater spin
down the bike lane on Esplanade Ave.
Her skates were white,
roller-rink or disco ball even, not blades.
Wearing an airy white onesie or a romper, I guess,
she had headphones, was blowing bubbles.
I felt good then because eighties anachronism is comforting.
In the nineties we would spend family roller blade days
on the bike path where Father
would fall backwards, swearing at cement.
Brick walls mean brick dust spread on the floor
new paintings collect a decade’s worth in just weeks.
An afternoon visitor scans the room.
This one was done before Katrina.
What was that like?
Also they call it The Storm.
I think: Don’t fucking fucking ask these folks about that.
But instead I shrug and look up, Wasn’t here
then. She leaves.
Five already.
As I close the double doors, I scratch myself on the splintered frame.
I curse at no one in particular.
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Children’s Theater at the Old Marquer
For and After Koch

Last night, Kelly and I had the papier-mâché prop-seed hidden under our seats.
For the collected, it was a thrill to catch the tail end of daylight on a spring evening after
an hour inside.
We all stood in line for the bathroom after,
laughing over bathroom humor, maybe mildly relieved
that audience participation was reserved for the kids
(or at least I was). I’ve always been unexpectedly shy, which I suppose is a pretty
bold thing to come out with.
We all stood in a throng outside
at the bottom of the entrance ramp smoking
and making small talk—but jubilant.
New Orleans is a small city and the theater is smaller
so everyone knows each other.
So I carved out a corner to stand in,
bummed an American Spirit, and waited for everyone to weave out
so I could talk to Kate and Andy.
I used to hate actors,
aside from Eliza and Leah, in general, as a rule,
because their grandiose hellos and goodbyes made me feel lonely.
In Patience I played Reginald Bunthorn.
When the other cast members started mouth kissing willy-nilly, I’d think:
When’d you have time to form these
sort of deep-seeded mostly platonic bonds
and where the hell was I?
I figured it, acting, just wasn’t for me because of the phoniness and, I guess,
the exclusivity. Meanwhile, there I am last night mingling with a dozen or so
because my thinking has really shifted, recently.
I think they, actors, are undeniably generous.
They stand before the audience offering themselves.
I mean with writing the danger is in the level of pomp.
Though an actor, too, must have undeniable pomp.
Thus, I suppose it’s an actor’s receptivity that I admire.
Receptivity means little planning when it comes to others.
In those unscripted moments or even off stage.
There’s a lot to measure out when I don’t have much space.
But, besides my discomfort (the before and after stage-time),
there’s also my attachments to people to consider.
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Receive the actions of others. Receptivity is kindness.
First open wide up, be authentic, finally let it all go.
The Duckling and the Frog and Jack: ugly and loud and generous.
Certainly one must protect itself with phoniness from time to time.
Meanwhile, last night’s show was hardly romantic
but magic perhaps: The Stinky Cheese Man.
I drove off beyond the post show small talk, I cruised.
Through the suburbs there were Subways and Smoothie Kings and parking lots and cars
thudding,
bass to my right, in my blind spot, at the stop sign.
I looked skyward at the pinks and purples.
I called up Jade, a poet friend, (she still answers her phone).
She told me what kind of bird I was seeing as I made my way.
I always remember the names of people. I never remember the names of birds.
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On St. Peter Street
New York has closed itself off to the young and the struggling.
But there are other cities.
-Patti Smith, 2010

and nose first in chicken steam.
Heat waves off beignets, recently fried,
a trail of second hand smoke
first hand trails behind me, around signs:
ALI BABA GYROS, GUMBO SHOP,
M.S. RAU ANTIQUES, LE PETIT THEATRE.
Smell of bleach-lined trashcans outside
hide the sweet rot of meat.
Sidewalk’s stone slabs jut
and to trip artfully is to skip over puddles
of mule piss or maybe just sun-warmed water.
Round the corner: brass bands draw a crowd.
They’ll remember a man with a tuba
though the lone musician is a master
on the drum/bucket.
A duo two blocks down,
electric fiddler and his flutist friend,
pump a foot-operated puppet as I pass,
headed back. Stop at Rev Zombie’s Voodoo Shop:
incense smoke, and essential oils.
I float home high, walk inside
and set the stylus
so Nina’s pipes can split the room.
It’s a new dawn,/ it’s a new day,/ it’s a new life
for me, and my fragrant walk-up,
citrus and soapy magnolia,
a lone loaf of bread, rising.
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Dear Joni: I’m Attached to an Earlier Version
You welcomed me with candles, drawn eggplant-purple curtains. The room was clean
and flaxen, flaxen hair puddled on your crown like a 19th century ice pack. Back
hunched, ash clung to your cigarette: it didn’t give a fuck, it spoke for you both.
While I was becoming, I imagined you tenderer. I thought you’d understand why I cried
over small and accidental deaths.
You believe squishy mushroom growths are emerging from your skin. Stretched and
looped around your nerves like they’re ringing out a washcloth– Screaming Margies!
Imagine mushrooms with mouths underneath the pelt. Screaming. Multicolored
mushrooms. Neon hued. Do you believe those bright things outshine me? Seems likely.
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Dear Kurt
In 1994 I shot pixilated oxens,
you shot yourself.
Alone in your Seattle home
you injected heroine, a lethal dose.
Teen spirit smells like Dana who donned black
every April 5th in your honor.
I busy myself finding damaged people to revere,
raised atheist I see Jesus everywhere.
I watched Kurt and Courtney last week; you joined the ranks:
Bradstreet, Berrigan, Dickinson, Ginsberg, Mitchell, Williams, Simone.
Something in the way
you didn’t ask for fame.
Your graffitied name
among the dripping pipes
and boarded walls
of basement shows.
Your architect’s letters,
neat and small.
Turns out size was a problem.
Come as you are
wouldn’t wear through
all eight layers of plaid
you used to hide your tiny bones.
All apologies.
My virtual pioneers
kept dying of dysentery,
so I almost never made it
to the end either.
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Fanny, We Can’t All Be Bohemian!
They married in a blow up bouncy house
us guests glimpsing through mesh walls.
Wiry when they met, two full-mouthed squirrels
colliding on a well-placed log.
Between two tan mansions they made
a modest home strewn with balloon animals
and cat print pillows. At swing dancing seminars
they practiced humming. When hunting
brought home injured animals.
Fancied themselves tender
harbored parrots and songbirds along
with the occasional middle-aged orphan:
three adults for years sharing one toilet and fifteen spoons.
So she left him
in the middle of the afternoon.
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A Love Poem
You drink a cocktail in the evening,
come into the living room, skirt swinging,
fingers snapping, arms high and wide.
You’re being funny and
I’m four in Michigan for the summer,
evening and your mama,
is making one of her dinners happen.
What about a Gramma dinner?
you’ll say on lazy nights, for years to come.
So I’m four and following Gramma
around the living room, which still has shag carpet.
I’m trailing so close behind,
I’m stepping on her ankles, asking, another pickle please?
The me I see in this scene is clumsy and bumbling.
But you always see me
sprawled over your back in that white suit
with multi-colored dots, arms high and wide.
Look how I was your first love, you say,
voice warm and low.
And I’m four in Michigan and you’re willowy
but you swing me around anyway
so I forget about the pickles.
Sometimes, after a cocktail,
in the living room, with your arms high and wide,
when you want me to dance too!
you cheer my name above the tune,
your voice warm and low.
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Valentine’s Day ’13: Not Sexy
If I’m not married on an episode of reality tv
then I’m just not gonna do it.
–Tyler Gillespie

I stumbled into a parking lot between an old pool and a 24-hour dairy mart. Sign flashed
Fertile Ground! Rummaging around, I found bottle fragments: a rusted pipe, an axe, an
elephant tusk. I chose the tusk to split cement. Knee deep in bits of tar, I planted candy
hearts. I prayed for a sign and passed out. By morning a giant forearm had sprouted.
Unmistakably for me. Sextrology says under the sign of the ram: ladies look for a woodsman
type with fine forearms. The arm had fingers. The fingers were flailing. The thumb torsosized. The pointer called me over. I remembered how to sign, “hey, sugar,” walked up to
the arm and tugged. I had to sign consent to see the rest. It cupped my body in its palm.
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Fair Grounds Race Course And Slots: Thanksgiving
Attendees wore immense hats. Framed by velvet or fur brims, they filed in smiling.
Groups of three or ten wagered; who’d win? I didn’t go but had a cig in the kitchen
instead. Break a horse to ride it. Command horse’s trust and stuff its mouth with metal,
drape it with leather. Overheard: Sleek creature, pretty thing cantering there. Lighting
another between the stuffing and the carrot cake because I couldn’t find pumpkin pie. I
saw from my window one of the jockeys lean in. Tight against his partner’s back until
their bodies formed an arrow pointing them to the end. I watched, with envy, the horse.
It was so close to that jockey. They look small, walk slow now. Rounding the track for a
cooling lap before they get corralled. Sun bruises the low white fence as it sets.
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III
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For My Late Wife or Mine Forever Only Short
After Theodore Roethke’s “I Need, I Need”

I.
A pitchy phone.
On the line a voice
is whose soft noise?
Busy me up,
oh, won’t you, neighbor.
Planks in stacks,
constructed the deck
and the phantom: Dear,
it’s an old frightening.
Her tulips bloomed yellow.
Time’s very oops
so I build. Don’t worry,
I won’t hurt myself.
The lake won’t thaw.
Called on speedboat
Docked for the quarter.
Wait I melt,
placely.
This lost day
to taunt.
In the dark, deer takes food
almost I hear her chew.
II.
Fog steals traces.
The seasons take and absently and assiduously
I plant seeds, cover.
Some dirt and the stem sprout.
So returns Spring I bet, I bet.
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Soon I: We. Wait,
she and I aren’t.
Hold. Halt with our road.
Long-Gone.
A tulip sprouts
the yellow sprouts
I damn those,
her sprouts.
With all haste hammer that clock.
Sit a minute. Stay a while.
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Prince Randian Wooing His Wife
Todd Browning’s Freaks, released in 1932, took place in a traveling circus. The real-life sideshow acts, often
referred to as freaks, filled many roles in the film. Among those featured was Prince Randian, known as the human
torso. He had no arms or legs.

I can swallow sweat and piss fire,
lighting my straw body
bag aflame. I can rotate and a rock
becomes a fulcrum, making me a see-saw
for the little folk. My stomach
is like the bottom of your foot and the people have a name for me.
But follow me,
Princess, and I will manipulate fire
in my mouth and soot in my stomach
because I only act profane on stage. My body
was sawed apart in a magic act once and when my hips saw
the chance to escape they seized it, rocking
away from the watchers. Like rocks,
are all shades of one color. But me,
I’m the bronze they saw
in a childhood daydream: the shade of the hero’s glistening gaze that sets the scoundrel on fire.
Burnished stubs mark the corners of my body
accenting my center, puffed and proud, a stomach
fit only for a prince. If you lay here, My Dear, you will see I have the stomach
of a man, a landscape lies in the pocks from the rocks
that got stuck in my skin. It was God’s shiny sword that dipped out of the sky, slicing excess body
to win affection from women who drink with their feet and call me
family. Like Hephaestus, I am the lame god of fire
and circus freaks. I am the ghost you saw
while sawing
the edges off things so our children could stomach
fires
of wooden corners. Will they have fingers like rocks?
Course hair? Golden hoops in their ears? Like me
they’ll be more than just head and body.
You are a body
at the top of a ferris wheel looking down at something vast. I am seen
once and never forgotten. It’s not just the look of me
but the pitch of my voice that grabs you by the stomach,
and when we make love, me propped on the back of a perfect rock,
you’ll remember: it was my command of the dirt that set you on fire.
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Todd Browning’s Joseph-Josephine: 1932
Their Chaplin caps blend in with
those who come to see the bearded lady. She sits stiff,
straight-on, drawing a different crowd,
her fans not under the shroud
of this not that; endless Venn Diagrams
made to hold humans.
Families watch the other acts: man as rubber-band,
they laugh at these rare clowns. The children hold hands,
secret deviants. So quietly curious about my condition
you’ll find them barely breathing, positioned
in corners and behind poles.
While I oscillate, always presenting half of a whole:
one side a Strong Man,
the other a Dancing Dame.
One of us! They said and swore I’d fit here,
among the other acts, the queers,
the haunted limbs, and bruised feet.
But out on the streets
I shuffle sideways. Alone, I sing in broken hyphens,
my tears of starfish arms and seahorse fins.
One bicep sweats charcoal and rain
while my slender arm smells like grains
and rose water. One hand holding lace, while the other grabs
a grease-caked mechanics rag.
Everyone wants something: permission to watch.
I might stand on their mantles. Catch
light from prism statuettes or taper candles.
A father once tried to reuse me.
His son, a deaf defense-force vet would get my ear.
His daughter, hand lost in a factory fire, would
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use my thumb
to write poems.
When torn I’m more than the parts that compose me.
Holy I hold the whole universe in my belly.
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On Klimt’s The Three Ages of Women
In the gummy black
I am mannequin perfect.
My milk skin glints like plastic.
Are you my mother?
As I sleep here, I want to grow younger.
In fact, the sky’s net
has already unfurled
onto my head,
tangled languid in my hair,
mesh squares collecting constellations,
tumbled and taking the stars with it.
The sky represents the entire universe
in this case. The entire universe is drunk.
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Tiny Man Paints
Sometimes I can see how cutting an ear off
might be the most productive, satisfying thing to do.
-Deb Talan

At the Foot of the Mountains a tiny man looks up,
emptying his pockets in favor of blue snow; a Basket of Potatoes
the sustenance kept secret in his sock. He attends the Church at Auvers where
the Drinkers sit close enough to smell virtue over vodka, and the pastor suggests they
forget God and pray to Ears of Wheat.
A Flying Fox lands on his head and blends into his red hair.
The Green Parrot lives in his eyes. They might fight
for the Head of a Peasant Woman, like a brawl,
knocking over salt shakers in the Interior of a Restaurant, but anyone can make peace
over a woman in Japonaiserie [on a] Bridge in the Rain, with wrinkles that deep.
The Kingfisher chirps or cheeps or sings and the Tiny Man
looks and then points to the Landscape with Snow.
Mother Roulin, with Her Baby, steps from the tiny house. She moves the child’s hand
up and down. Here she’s a mother, later she’s a Nude Woman on a Bed;
her other titles left On the Outskirts of Paris.
Somewhere Potato Eaters sit
sans potatoes and socks, watching a Quay with Men Unloading Sand Barges,
the kind who sit on Railway Carriages with nothing but their fingers
to chew; on a Starry Night the silence sputters with conviction.
Men with Two Hands worked until the skin gets raw, appreciate noiseless nights.
The Undergrowth behind Tiny Man is unruly.
He imagines the Village at Sunset,
Woman Sewing, rocking with the needle, alone on her porch,
Young Man with Cornflower in his teeth, chewing in time with his thoughts.
Now the sky is too dark to see anyone.
He looks up:
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When I Was A Freak: An Early Exposition
Lewis Carroll’s Walrus and Carpenter walk along the beach and meet a cluster of baby oysters. The oysters, not
heeding their elders’ advice, follow the two who eventually eat them all.

I
We danced around the living room
in wooden shoes paper boat in hand
us spinning in matching nightgowns
our toes rubbing the rug with native corn patterns
made at a cement warehouse where men
with jowls soft like chicken fat winked at me
and I didn’t wink back or smile but wondered
how old were their grandbabies when they followed
the Walrus and Carpenter in droves of four?
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II
My classroom smelled of not quite
body odor bookends bloody knees and Billy
it was his brown shiny hair
that caught my third grade eye
in the bus on the way to a play
and in the theater when the lights went gray
faces shrouded by the darkness of watching
Anne Frank stepped on stage
her red bow glowing like the blazing of a boy
playing Hitler’s youth and she said
all kinds of things that lie buried deep
and I turned to my friend
a girl forbidden from wearing denim or saying hate
and I asked to borrow her coat
a puffy purple parka with white fur
securing the thing on my lap
I slid my soft hand
with deeper dimples in my knuckles than teenage Anne had
beneath the folds of fabric
and I began to shake ever so subtly
at first
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III
A face with the nebulous edges.
I dubbed him, ‘dimpled and dreamy.’
A paired project on our shared heritage
brought me jealous glares from all the girls
that week. When epilepsy hit, Tegretol kept me
from convulsing. And fleshed me out threefold;
the only ten year old with marshmallow thighs.
When invited to my birthday, he
declined
ditching his gift instead, conciliatory
drawing tools, on my doorstep, like a baby
in a bassinet. He scratched a note,
You look like a joke,
as if he spoke for everyone.
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Dear Louie
Last summer I was very sad and lonely.
I got laid off. My grandmother died.
Everyone I knew left for the season.
My life wasn’t tragic in a big way.
Every morning I looked forward to coffee, peanut butter toast,
and your specials.
You tweeted the whole solar system
is just a spaceship, the sun the engine.
And if we wait til it lines up right, we’ll push “go” and ride it
to a bigger, far place.
In October I went to your secret show at Howlin’ Wolf on S. Peters St.
You stood next to me.
Days later I imagined, Thank you, Louie,
your jokes heal the cultural consciousness.
You tweeted we used to be a single thing,
a me hurtling,
then the Big Bang broke us up.
Recently I heard
you’ve been forcing female comics to watch you
jerk off. I had a feeling I was in on the joke,
You tweeted there’s been a scream inside us since the beginning.
After shouting for a jillion years you said
we’ve stopped hearing the sound.
Days later I imagine, Louie,
how can you speak for the silent screams
if you make them louder?
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On My 29th Birthday
In the morning, two hours on the phone with Amel discussing sociopathy.
147 individuals at Garissa University in Nairobi, Kenya were murdered,
The crime perpetrated by terrorist organization al-Shabaab on April 2nd.
Drank two frappuccinos, whipped cream
On both. Tried to keep up with Facebook traffic.
Took a two-hour nap. Got tulips from Dahlia.
In the afternoon, at a pool party, asked a Brazilian how to say No Onions
Please, nao ceballos, incidentally.
Tina, vacationing in Brazil on my birthday, hates onions.
At a pool party, didn't swim.
At a pool party, drank sangria and ate wheat thins
While another girl wore a high-waisted leopard print two-piece.
At a pool party, met my tattoo twin Meredith.
We both have little wrist-anchors.
Locked myself out of my apartment
After lending Tyler both house keys and my Mazda 2.
Went to Mimi's for low lighting.
In the evening at Mimi's had two whiskey sours.
Received a photo of a panda followed by an SMS.
In China's zoos patrons can pay extra to enter animal cages, according to Kenneth.
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Around two a.m. made it home
Okay—just me.
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A Card Comes in the Mail
Go out on a limb, that’s where the fruit is.
You would argue that climb, that road
up the tree is sweet too,
emerging into a buttress of branches.
That’s the meat.
You wish it wouldn’t end.
Potential in a swing set, stoic water towers,
traces of stoop-sitting fruit-chewers
you dreamed up on hot nights at home.
Dreams like honey waiting at the bottom of a teacup.
A poet has a human-sized jar
of purple marbles she distributes like magic beans.
You’re brave so you take one.
Maybe a glass stalk will grow
reaching the sky’s seams
turning the earth violet.
Until then,
the earth where you’ve planted exclaims,
What glorious soil I’ve been given.
This blessing, such a garden!
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